This study is aimed at analyzing maternity shoots as a lifestyle habit and its relation with social class. Lifestyle is manifested in tastes, philosophical and morality beliefs, aesthetic tastes, clothes and cultures which become characteristics of a class. Meanwhile, cultural consumption expenditure signifies social classes. This study found that there are efforts to distinguish one's status from other classes through maternity shoot practice, as part of power strategy. There are two classes studied in this research, namely petite-bourgeoisie and popular class, both of which seek to embrace the dominant class' culture. By dispensing economic and cultural capital in Instagram as its field, the petite-bourgeoisie show how they are able to reap profits in form of positive appreciation and symbolic capital. Meanwhile, the popular class fails to achieve the same success in the Instagram field, marked by minimum appreciation toward their pictures. Nevertheless, bodies of pregnant women within the two classes have been subdued by Instagram convention as a game arena. The study also tested specific practices of pregnant women to represent their self-identity. Using consumer culture theory, it can be seen how pregnant women spend capital to establish their self-identity as a perfect woman, perfected by their pregnancy.
Introduction
A 'pregnant beauty' , a term that conducted by Imogen Tyler, a sociologist from Lancaster University, developed in response to the celebrity lifestyle nowadays. A naked and heavily pregnant Demi Moore appeared on the cover of Vanity Fair magazine in August 1991.
The cover marked the breakdown of a cultural taboo surrounding the representation of pregnancy. Tyler (2011, p. 24) states that the maternity portraits have renewed the image of pregnant women as sexy physical performance where the body is an object that needs to be coveted and enjoyed. From this point, there has been a steadily increasing wave of celebrity maternity photo shoots, followed by the creation of specialist newborn baby photographers as a medium to fill the market of non-celebrity maternity shoots.
Previously, photographs of pregnancy projected the body as a passive, abject, and considerably ordinary physical state for a woman.
The same phenomena is also happening in Indonesia. After searching the internet, I discovered that the first Indonesian celebrity to have a maternity photo shoot in mass media was Tiara Lestari. Her six-month pregnancy shot was on the cover of The corpus of this research consisted of five female Instagram accounts that displayed a series of maternity shots including hashtags related to pregnancy. To see how this phenomenon is widespread, I took the five accounts from different locations -Klaten, Jakarta, Jambi, Semarang, and Bekasi. I interviewed the women and observed their photos, the description of the photos, and comments to the photos for analysis.
Results and Discussion

Capital: A spell to take a position
In a social space, positioning for an agent is constructed on the basis of the principles of differentiation and distribution. This means that how much and what kind of one capital, take economy and culture as example, an agent has is the basis of sorting through different dimensions (Thompson, 1991, p. 6-7) . These two dimensions, in this example economy and culture, are a source of disposition in positioning. According to Pierre Bourdieu, there are four general forms of capital, namely economic capital, social capital (relationships that can be valued, measured), cultural capital (a legitimate knowledge), and symbolic capital (prestige and social respect) ( Jenkins, 1992 This was also the reason for Fitri, a 23 year old expectant mother living in Jatiasih,
Bekasi, West Java. The administrative staff of an automotive company in Bekasi chose to take her maternity shot on her own. She did it in her house using the camera from her cellphone that has been timed and placed not far from her position. Wearing only her comfortable casual dress, she posted her photos on Instagram. In her mind, she prioritized the needs of her future child before herself. Both Linda and Fitri decided to save their money for their children's expense and dismissed the option to hire maternity shot services. They realized that most photos on Instagram were targeted for the industry. This, however, was not the opinion of the other three. They argued that maternity shots, along with the expenses, were a vital part of the pregnancy process.
Ozzy stated that she would capture every moment that cannot be repeated again. She also said that she had arranged special expenses for infant-related equipment.
Heny and Maya also agreed with the opinion that pregnancy should be commemorated through photos -and they also have budgeted special expenses for their future born. Heny, whom spent 7,2 million rupiahs for her shoot admitted that she did not mind the expenditure for her maternity session since both she and her husband loved traveling as a hobby. Her theme for the shoot was also based on her other hobbyswimming.
Depending on the initial budget/ types of capital, Ozzy, Heny, and Maya had the The petite bourgeois group (Ozzy, Heny, Maya) are eager and agree to pay their respects for dominant culture. To join the maternity photo session, they agreed that they needed to hire a photographer, makeup artist, maternity photo session target location, and some planned poses for the maternity shot. The photos that are predominantly produced by Indonesian celebrities conform to the style of the US celebrity maternity shoots. Thus, celebrity bodies became the medium for the central distribution of contemporary social values, consumption, identification, and social mimicry in daily life. Tyler mentioned that a new visual culture about maternity is a pleasant place for identification and consumption, also a new pseudo-freedom state.
The practice of mimicry is seen from Ozzy's confession before she booked her maternity shoot session. She looks at Ashanty's post on Instagram. Fitri also confessed that she looked at Chelsea Olivia's maternity shoot before she took her maternity shot. The 10th IGSSCI Heny also answered this. She looked at her friends' and celebrities' maternity shoots.
Andien is one of the celebrities who posted their maternity shoot. Heny likes some of Andien's photos which were were taken outdoor such as on a beach and a savanna.
Heny mimiced this by doing her maternity shoot at a glamping site in Lakeside Rancabali.
One of the pictures which has nature as the background is her picture with her husband on a boat in the lake. The other picture is taken sat on a swing looking at the dusk sky.
The culture of maternity shoots done by celebrities shows the practice of domination from celebrity class to non-celebrity class. According to the social class classification, celebrities are classified into the dominant class because they have huge economic capital and cultural capital. Through the practice of maternity shoots, celebrities show their distinction by affirming their special identity and imposing that to all people by legitimising a vision about their social world. The vision is of a beautiful pregnancy.
Celebrity class also defines a legitimated culture. As Bourdieu explained, the "dominant class attributes themselves with the spiritual and intellectual strength, that disposes them to control other people and allows them to dominate -the masses, women, the young -as the connector of body and soul, understanding to sensibility, and culture to nature (Bourdieu, 1986, p. 479) ."
In the model of lifestyle and cultural taste, the aesthetic of working class is the dominated aesthetic that is always obliged to define itself by referring to dominant aesthetics (arbitrary culture) ( Jenkins, 1992 showing their big stomach while wearing tight costumes, then the husband kisses the wife's stomach, the wife shows a picture of a fetus, or a photo showing a pregnant mother's bulging belly (only covering the breasts).
Not only body pose, the location is also influenced by the dominant aesthethic value.
Ozzy and Heny's maternity shoots are taken in popular tourist sites. Ozzy chooses Umbul Manten, a popular tourist location for people from Klaten and around Central Java. Meanwhile, Heny chooses glamping at Lakeside Rancabali, which is a location for a camping with luxury facilities (glamour camping/glamping) such as resort and restaurant alongside the lake. According to John Fiske, choosing the location for a photo shoot is a form of control from a culture (human act) toward nature.
Choosing the special location, as mentioned above, is not applicable to Linda and Fitri.
Linda takes her maternity shoot at the backyard of her nephew during his engagement ceremony. Wearing tight clothes, Linda takes her maternity shoot. This is similar to Fitri 
Instagram: The arena for betting capital and body discipline
From the forms of capital that have already been mentioned in this sub-chapter, I will explain how the betting capital in the field of Instagram could define the position of its users. According to Bourdieu, capital is a form of power that defines its benefits and opportunities and emphasizes its position in the social sphere. Capital, in the form of material possession or cultural capital, portrays power over the field, precisely seen through product accumulation from the efforts in the past (especially as the instrument of production.) That is why since it is above the mechanism, the guarantee of producing goods goes hand in hand with the income and profits. The 10th IGSSCI Meanwhile, according to Bourdieu, the field is a social arena where the struggle or the maneuver is going above the resources or certain betting, and the access of betting.
The field is defined by the best stake in various forms, such as cultural goods (lifestyle), home, education, work, land, power (politics), social class, and prestige. It can also have different degrees of specificity and concreteness. Field is a structured system formed from social position -occupied by an individual or an institution -that defines the occupant's position. This is also a system of power between the positions; an internally structured field in accordance to power ( Jenkins, 1992 , p. 52-53). The 10th IGSSCI
The petite bourgeois has benefited from the capital they have bet, while also obtaining symbolic capital, namely prestige. Ozzy also gains symbolic capital in the form of fame because her maternity shoot is recognized by a community of underwater photo shoot for kids and pregnancy. But, this does not happen to the popular class who do not have economic capital. Therefore, the Instagram field already acts as an arena for the battle of power. Those who have the capital to make aesthetic photos. will be the winners.
Form of identity through consumption
The social construction and identity classification of a group -class -is one of the aspects of struggle which define field. According to Bourdieu, the struggle for identity is basically present through recognition by others. Based on the dominant classes' point of view, adopting dominant features is regarded as a denial of social and sexual identity (Thompson, 1991, p. 224) .
Recognition from others is represented by comments addressed in pregnancy photos.
"Sexy", "beautiful" and "gorgeous" are the expression of recognition that the pregnant informants received under their maternity shoot posts on Instagram.
In this sub-chapter, I discover how the pregnant woman performs certain practices to show their identity. Here, I use consumer culture theory by Mike Featherstone. He believed that consumer culture is using pictures, signs and symbolic things which gains dream, passion and fantasies, showing genuine romanticism and emotional satisfaction in someone who is narcissistically pleasing herself/himself rather than someone else.
Magazines, advertisements and television present many ideals which are unlimited to the transformation of life style, living space, relation, identity and of course, body.
Body is presented as the main tool for a good consumer-culture life. It is a source of fun sensation which should be paid attention to (it should be taken care of, fixed and improved) (Feathersone, 2007: xxi) . But, body is also understood in terms of its image, as an indicator of the quality of the owner. Thus, the attention is given toward the 'appearance' (presentation, treatment and style). Celebrities, nouveau riche and middleclass society are presented as having access to enjoy the whole personal body service line. In the context of media as an active agent to construct the lifestyle of the maternity shoot, the five informants admitted that they were looking at their friends' and celebrities maternity shoot before they did their own. They consumed the maternity shots in social media and mass media long before they were pregnant themselves. Image of pregnant woman are captured, before becoming the fantasy of their own maternity shoot when the time comes.
Based on the results of the interviews and the search for information about the informants' maternity shoot pictures, there are three results that can draw together the self-identity of the pregnant woman through some practices. First, becoming a pregnant woman is symbolically one of the most important rituals in a woman's life. Pregnancy is a sign that can be understood as a perfect complement of a woman. This excludes women who are not pregnant because she is perceived as an imperfect woman.
Ozzy thinks that her pregnancy is really special: "It is very special. It is a chance and Henny also saw her pregnancy in this way, "Being pregnant is a great experience, even it is more important than pre-wedding. Pre-wedding is just like a display in the wedding day." Maya also gives similar reaction, "Being a mom is a woman's destiny. Third, there is the practice of consumption to show identity as a pregnant woman. This consumption practice is shown by the fee that has been spent to rent the photographer, makeup artist and special clothes for the photo shoot. Consumption practice happens in in the small bourgeois class which has economic capital as mentioned above. Ozzy for example, spent 3 million rupiah to rent a photographer and makeup artist; the fee for. the photo crew was not included. The consumption practice also can be seen from Heny who spent 7,2 million rupiahs to pay the photographer and rent the space to take photos. Meanwhile, Maya has purposely spent 150.000 rupiahs to buy a special outfit for the maternity shoot and spent 300.000 rupiah to pay the photographer.
Conclusion
In this research, theory from Pierre Bourdieu was used to expose the lifestyle and consumer culture of maternity shots on Instagram by using a principle of class distribution.
The differences seen in this study are developed from capital, which is able to show that social classes with economic capital and cultural capital are able to take positions in the Instagram arena. The result is that those who win the fight will get the profit, Pregnant women voluntarily participate in the maternity shoot practice because they think that pregnancy is an important ritual and a perfect complement for a woman's life.
Thus, it has to be captured through picture and published on Instagram. The practice is carried out as uniquely as possible, attempting to be different from others, to show their pesonal identity as a beautiful pregnant woman. To show this identity, the pregnant woman does the consumption practice in form of paying a photographer and makeup artist, renting a shoot location and buying special clothes for shooting. In the end, lifestyle in maternity shoots has remained well maintained for almost three decades. It continues to grow in every class.
